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Project Overseas is a partnership between the Canadian Teacher’s Federation and participating teacher’s unions in
African and Caribbean countries. 2018 marked the 64th PO that had 53 members hosted by 9 countries. My 4-member
team was hosted by the Saint Vincent and the Grenadines Teacher’s Union (SVGTU) for 3 weeks in July where we
worked with local teachers to develop and implement a 2-week summer professional development institute.
I am forever grateful to the YTA for selecting me to represent the Yukon this year. The PO experience is unique and can
be life-changing. PO intends to change your perspective in terms of how other teacher’s unions operate, school systems
differ between countries, and external factors that influence the working conditions of our international colleagues and
their students. Canadian teachers are highly respected around the world and in my experience in SVG, we are looked to
as experts and trailblazers who fearlessly take risks and can adapt to the ever changing needs of our students. Although
this may be true for many of us, it is important to remember to be flexible and non-judgemental when navigating the
‘way things are done’ in the host country – we are there to support and build capacity, not change their way of living.
At the end of June, I embarked on my trip to Ottawa to meet my teammates in person. We had ‘met’ via
videoconference several times beforehand so we had some knowledge of each other and our vision for our project. All
of my team members, including myself, had difficulty connecting with our co-tutors in SVG due to internet issues or just
being too busy with the end of the school year but we all eventually formed an idea of what the local teachers needed
from us. It is essential for each PO team to gel so they may support each other as well as in-country hosts. The weeklong training in Ottawa at the CTF headquarters was comprehensive and very informative. We heard from many past-PO
members and we had the chance to meet with a representative from SVG where we were able to candidly talk about the
country and its culture. One of the memorable workshops was from Toronto’s Right To Play organization where we
learned ways of teaching and empowerment through playing games. Many friendships were made during this training
week which provided additional social support while on assignment and beyond.
In the wee hours of the morning, we all departed the University of Ottawa residence for the airport. Our only connection
was through Barbados. A gentle breeze broke the high humidity as we explored the food huts across from the airport –
we enjoyed a fish and chips lunch at Pug’s as we waited for our flight to SVG. A short hop across the water and we
arrived in SVG at night, in light rain, to meet our SVGTU hosts. They greeted us with welcome bags and our minibus
driver, Wayne, drove us all to enjoy a hot meal prepared by our guest home hosts. What a wonderful home and
hospitality! At first, it was a little overwhelming as the travel itself is long and the heat of the tropics can be heavy but
given a few days, we all adjusted to the Vincy accent, and the new tastes and sounds such as packs of barking dogs,
cicadas, crickets and geckos throughout the night – bring a sleep mask and earplugs!
My team hit the ground running! Every day was scheduled for us by the SVGTU. We learned this at our first day’s
meeting with the Union Executive. We were able to meet with our co-tutors to brainstorm for a few hours to plan our 2week collaboration. I was paired with a very competent teacher in Science. We discussed the gaps in Science education
across all levels and how our focus would be to build teacher resourcefulness, critical thinking, and entrepreneurship.
Our class comprised of 15 primary and 4 secondary Science teachers who struggle with student engagement,
undiagnosed (and unsupported) learning disabilities, lack of resources, and lack of administrative support in dealing with
student, and at times, staff, behaviours. My co-tutor and I created and delivered 10 lessons on these areas of concern
with strategies and inspirations to refuel these frustrated yet optimistic teachers. The teachers in SVG have been
working without a contract since 2007.
The second day included a visit with the Minister of Education and several other officials at the Department of Education
where we posed for an official promotion photo. Our connections with the government employer included attending the
state funeral for a past Minister of Education who had been pivotal in the teacher union struggle in the 1970’s. We were
welcomed by the Prime Minister at the funeral and he invited us to have coffee with him that evening but we had to
politely decline due to our very full schedule.

The CTF team is expected to give 2 interviews, each lasting 1-hour, for the bi-monthly SVGTU call-in national radio show,
“Teacher Talk”. We also participated in a pre-recorded television interview on SVGTV promoting the SVGTU, CTF, PO and
our work in the country. The Public Relations Officer was an excellent host, asking each of us to explain our areas of
focus – ICT, Language Arts, Science and Math – and how we are helping build capacity with local teachers. SVGTU uses
these public opportunities to encourage membership in the union – Hand In Hand, United We Stand.
The Canadian team is also expected to put on a Canada Day event so my team facilitated Canadian-themed games (mini
hockey, table-top curling, pong, and Inuit games), made and shared red-and-white cupcakes, and provided samples of
maple syrup on pancakes. As a thank you, the SVG workshop participants held their own Vincy Day where we all wore
Vincy colours (yellow, green and blue), ate local foods, and sang songs together. We exchanged gifts with our co-tutors
and the SVGTU executive. Additionally, my team designed a logo and had t-shirts made at the T-Shirt Store for the union
executive, co-tutors, ourselves and others who played a significant part in the workshops.
Although our main purpose was professional development, we were strongly encouraged to experience the Caribbean
culture at Vincy Mas, so during the first week, we attended the very exciting Soca Monarch and Calypso competitions,
and participated in the city-wide costume parade with our wonderful hosts. The first weekend included a trip to hike to
Dark View Falls and a sugar trade tunnel carved by slaves, a swim in a volcanic salt pond, a picnic in the rainforest and a
special retirement party for a few SVGTU members who happened to be showing us around Saint Vincent. The following
weekend included an hour-long ferry ride to Bequia (‘Beck-way’), the closest Grenadine island, to meet with the Bequia
Teacher’s Union branch of the SVGTU, to swim in clear waters, view the Atlantic from the highest point, eat fish burgers
and check out the sea turtle sanctuary. The last weekend included a trip up the Leeward side of the island to tour a set
of the Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl in Wallilabou Bay, to swim in the waterfalls and to lime
(socialize) with local villagers.
In the city, we toured the oldest botanical garden in the Western Hemisphere, Fort Charlotte, shopped at the Cruise Ship
terminal and markets. We witnessed a tribute to Nelson Mandela where we met the High Commissioner of South Africa
and enjoyed African-Caribbean singers and dancers. We went liming with new friends in local hotspots and cheered for
Croatia (a teammate is Croatian) at the FIFA World Cup Finals. Having formed close friendships, my teammates and I all
had such incredible experiences. We continue to keep in touch as friends and to emotionally unpack after our unique
adventure. We loved it so much, we are planning a reunion for next summer!
I cannot thank the YTA and CTF enough for the great honour and privilege to represent Yukon and Canada on Project
Overseas.

With sincerest gratitude,
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